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Tips: Using the Selection Tool

The option “Selection” in the Line Types section of the Lasershow Converter 4D object tag allows to
apply specific line and color settings only to selected faces or folds of an object. These selections appear
with an own selection tag in the Cinema 4D object manager.

In contrast to the Edge Selection option, the Lasershow Converter 4D object tag will be assigned to a
selection tag in the object manager. Edge Selection only works on specified edges of an object as a
subdivision of these object, like contours, creases, or folds.

The picture below shows an example of a cone with a face selected top. The goal is to get totally
different line type settings with the Lasershow Converter 4D for the cone top than for the rest of the
cone. In this case, for the bottom, no specific line settings are done, so the Lasershow Converter will take
the line sittings from the render plug-in. The settings for the top are taken from the LC4D object tag
settings.

To select specific faces, you have to do the following:

Create a sphere (or any other object) in Cinema 4D.1.
Make the object editable.2.

https://wiki.pangolin.com/doku.php?id=tools:lc4d:tip_use_edge_selection
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The make object editable button
Press the Select Faces button on the left panel.3.

The face selection button
Select the specified faces by holding the shift key while clicking.4.
In the command bar click on Selection → Set Selection. Now you can use the selection as an own
object and give an identifying name.

The selection now appears with an own icon in the object manager.
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Create a new LC4D Object Tag.5.
In the line Types section, check the Selection box. The text field below specifies the name of the6.
selection. Should you want to use an Edge Selection, you'll also have to check Edge Selection (This
option is different to the Edge Selection checkbox below.)
Now certain unnecessary options are disabled
Now make the desired settings for the selection. These settings are only valid for the selection and7.
not for the entire object.
Finally, the rendered cone should look like this:8.

To demonstrate the differences of the settings, you may have a look to the following screen shots:

As you can see in the Lasershow Converter 4D object tag settings, the transparency, backfaces, and the
prevent laser output option are disabled. For the selection we chose 10 contour lines in object y direction

https://wiki.pangolin.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=tools%3Alc4d%3Atip_using_the_selection_tool&media=tools:lc4d:selectiontooltip-9.gif
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and a customized color. In contrast, the render settings dialog does not specify any contours or colors.

This example shows that the renderer takes the settings from the object tag for the selection and the
render settings for the rest of the object.
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